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information and photographs of 4CV prototypes, as well as
significant inserts on Louis Renault as a person and Pierre
Lefaucheux (likewise), who were both pivotal figures in
Renault’s history around the time of the 4CV’s planning,
conception and eventual production.

The authors do not stint with facts and information – and
with some good, period illustrations – on the re-furbishment
of the Billancourt production lines, armed with Pierre
Bezier’s revolutionary transfer machines, which enabled
early examples to be manufactured. Progressively more
modern examples are illustrated – including shots of Hino’s
licence-built (Renault Classic restored) 4CV, a beautifully
restored Spanish FASA 4/4, not to mention a couple of fine
shots of Robin Redrup’s ‘Ça va seul’ green-over-black
200kgs commerciale recreation at one of the NEC Classic
Car Shows (!), all these leading into a rash of photographs
of modern day restorations of all sorts of examples of ‘the
little pat of butter’.

The authors also offer a chapter on sporting 4CVs and 4CV-
based sports cars (i.e. the first Alpines) and they cannot
resist a spread insert on Renault’s first Grand Prix winner (!)
and a rash of Monte Carlo/Mille Miglia competitors, leading
through to the concept car ‘Fiftie’ by way of L‘Étoile filante,
the recently repatriated from America and beautifully
restored, one-off Pierre Ferry front-engined Le Mans
streamliner, the unique, artisanal Laurent, yellow cigar
single-seater and one of the so-called 4CV-based Ghia
Beach cars, although a shot of the 4CV-based Autobleu
Mille Miglia streamliner appears to be missing….

A well-illustrated chapter on enthusiast-maintained versions
leads into one on 4CV miniatures, before a final one laying
out all the technical specifications and the production
details, followed by the acknowledgements page. Even if
this book does not add anything new to the 4CV saga, it is
carefully composed and very well illustrated. Yes, its chief
drawback is the German language, of which there is quite
some, and the means of obtaining it is as before ….. good
hunting!

Never afraid to put the cat amongst the pigeons, your
reviewer now presents for readers’ gratification a new book
entitled Louis Renault’s Amazing Type A [ISBN
09.872808.7.9], authored by Graeme Cocks and published
in July 2019 by Motoring Past Vintage Publishing of
Inglewood, Western Australia, with a cover price of £24
(equivalent) Yes, it is all about Louis Renault’s first
iconoclastic direct drive giant-killer and yes, the ROC
nowadays caters primarily for the history and for the
vehicles, which have been produced since the RNUR took
over Louis’ empire in the mid-‘Forties, right up to the second
decade of the twenty-first century. But members pride
themselves on not being navel gazers (‘my model of
Renault is the best one ever made and who cares about the
company, which made it?’), but, first and foremost, on being
Renault enthusiasts.

This book is not just any old book about any old car, but one
that describes in clear detail an iconic car and a pioneering
leap of faith. Moreover, because of the thoroughness and
detail devoted to this car and its history and its careful

placing within the handful of such cars, existing planet-wide,
a more than usual amount of space will be devoted to this
volume.

Have no doubt that this is a remarkably good publication,
because the first seven main chapters brilliantly evoke the
feverish atmosphere of the new-fangled combustion engine,
which powered amazing contraptions to ever greater
speeds along the dusty, uneven, gravel covered roads of
the early twentieth century with – for the most part - a really
stunning selection of sepia photographs and illustrations
covering the history of the Type A itself and of the first years
of the Renault company.

There are also some fine colour photographs of this one
hundred and tenth car, which was probably assembled in
1900 from parts manufactured in 1899. The definitive
history of the vehicle can only be traced back as far as its
presence in the Pierre Delliere père Musée Automobile de
Provence, opened in 1967, on the Route Nationale No.7
between Avignon and Aix-en-Provence. Pierre Delliere fils
took over the collection and, around 1983, this car (and
some others) were purchased by Peter Briggs for his car
collection in Western Australia.

Its far-from-simple recreation was undertaken by Lindsay
Taylor, who received assistance from across the world from
museums, collectors and Renault enthusiasts (including
John Kemsley from our Renaut Frères friends and from
Bernard Dumas of CAR in France). This pilgrimage is told
simply and one really feels involved in the ‘reconstruction’ of
a very early teuf teuf, for this is the story of an Australian
car, which, having been completely restored (and many
parts had to be re-manufactured from the ground up)
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returned half way across the planet to compete in the
famous ‘London to Brighton’ run.

Appendix One lists the six existing known Type As (No.15 in
the National Motor Museum of Andorra,
No.22 in the motor museum in Compiègne
[see below], No.27 [Renault Classic,
France], No.75 in the NMM [see below],
No.110 [the subject of this book] and the
unknown No. last seen in the Langanland
Museum in Sweden), whilst No.17 is also
known to be under restoration in France
(as of July 2019).

Appendix Two (contributed by our
Clubman, Stephen Dine) deals with the
Dug Copley/Ironmonger (No.75) sister car,
currently displayed at the National Motor
Museum in Beaulieu (a photograph of this
very car, carrying Dug and his daughter
[later Mrs. Ironmonger] graced the front
cover of one of the editions of RENOTES
in the ‘Sixties, when the ROC still catered
for all Renaults of all ages).

Appendix Three covers the vehicle
donated by Louis Renault himself in 1929
to the Musée National de la Voiture et du
Tourisme in Compiègne (see above) and
Appendix Four explains the mysteries of
the Type A’s ground-breaking Renault
gearbox, which was notably fragile and
remained peculiar to the this first

production model range (a new, stronger gearbox equipped
all subsequent early Renaults).

This sturdily bound paperback itself is heavy in the hands,
because of the high quality of the pages chosen and
because there are two hundred and eight of them. The
format is portrait and a smiling and relaxed Daniel Ricciardo
at the wheel of this little one-lunger, hurrying along, graces
the front cover, thus permitting a small clarification. On the
page facing the title page, sleuths will observe a mention of
a first edition being published in October 2017 and this is
true. However, Graeme Cocks has revealed to your
reviewer that, whilst this is accurate, only a handful of ‘pre-
production’ softbacks were ever published ‘as a taster’ for
Peter Briggs, before the car was shipped over to Old
Blighty, in order to take part in the 2017 edition of the
famous London-to-Brighton road run.

These ‘first edition’ copies were quickly taken up, which
validated the proposed publication of a ‘proper’ new edition,
but this latter, unlike the ‘first edition’, includes extra
chapters on the car’s participation in the London-to-Brighton
as well as its return to the land of its birth (where it also
visited Herqueville, Louis Renault’s country residence), as
well as the adventure of Daniel Ricciardo taking the wheel –
so the two different editions are not to be confused!

In short, this is a major piece of Renault literature and it ain’t
cheap for starters. Plus Australia is a long way away, so
there’s freighting costs to factor in, too. But, what a nice
way to treat oneself! Go on – try tapping in
www.motoringpast.com.au or e-mail Graeme himself on
gacocks@iinet.net.au to set the ball rolling…
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